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Introduction:

The product is a Java program run on NetBeans and MySQL. It also uses Java's Swing tools to make the
Graphical User Interface. The program accepts input from my client about what kind of outfit he wants to
wear based on criteria they set, and they also have the option to save the outputted outfit. Additionally, my
client is able to add and delete clothing items from their virtual closet. It searches for articles of clothing
that fit the users input and produces 2 outfit options that fit the specified criteria.

List of techniques used:

- Random number generation
- For loop
- While loop
- Array list
- Objects
- Inheritance
- Try statements
- Catch statements
- Simple selection (if statements)
- Option pane generation for communicating with the user
- GUI popup menus
- Nested loops
- MySQL database connections
- Prepared statements



Structure of the program:

Algorithm Overview (pictures of code are added for the more unique algorithms):

Class: AustinsClosetMySQL.java

Algorithm: Purpose:

1. ArrayList<SearchCloset> Used in the search methods in order to find clothes within the database and return items
which match the user input.

2. Various ‘clothes’Search
methods

Use SearchCloset ArrayList to find items using if try and catch statements to match user
specifications and math.random for colors. Also makes use of while loops to select 2
options of clothing.



3. Various show‘Clothes’
methods

Uses inheritance, takes what was found in the ‘clothesSearch’ methods to display in the
JTable of NetBeans.

4. Update Database method Uses a MySQL connection to update the JTable of Netbeans from the database in
MySQL.

5. Exit Button method Uses if statements to determine if the user would like to exit the program.

6. Reset Button method Sets user input fields back to default.

7. Add Button method Uses MySQL connection and prepared statements, as well as try and catch statements
to add items in the NetBeans JTable and the MySQL database under its inputted
categories.



8. Select item method When you click an item in JTable, the program will select it within MySQL for other
purposes (such as deleting).

9. Delete Button method Uses if, try and catch statements in order to delete selected items from within the
NetBeans JTable and its corresponding position within the MySQL database.

10. Create Button method When clicked, calls the show’Clothes’ methods above to output 2 outfit options in the
NetBeans JTable.



Class: SearchCloset

Algorithm: Purpose:

1. SearchCloset Makes objects from the user input to for use in the ArrayList to search the clients closet
and output outfits.



Input/output:

There are 2 input fields in this program. One field for adding clothes to my clients closet based on the
categories chosen by the user, and the other for determining the output of the outfit options.

For adding clothing, the user can pick categories
from:

For determining the outfit output (outfit
creation):

Type Temperature

Color Weather

Activity Level Occasion

Formality Activity Level

Material

Pattern? Y/N

Why OOP and program structure?:

I used OOP as I could have multiple instances of the same kind of object. I was also able to use
inheritance from my main class to my subclass for reusability purposes as there were a lot of similar
methods when obtaining clothing items. OOP also allowed for a level of abstraction, which made it easy
for me to isolate problems and debug, and the modularity that abstraction offers allows me to be able to
easily reuse some of my code or tweak it for improvements.

Data Structures Used:

ArrayList
- Used to dynamically store the object elements created for this program, and it makes

manipulation of these objects easy through other methods. Therefore, ArrayList was the best
option for the handling and procurement of the clothing items in this program.

User Defined Objects
- Objects were used as each item of clothing had attributes which were unique to it and this allowed

also for interoperability from NetBeans into MySQL where the closest data is managed and
stored.



User Interface/ GUI work:

In this program, Java Swing components such as combo boxes, text boxes, tables and buttons were used
to enhance functionality and ease of use for the client. The layout was all done in one tab, as a
“one-stop-shop” for my client where everything was made to be easily accessible.

Software tools used:

The software used for this IA was NetBeans, which is an Integrated Development Environment that offers
software development along with a comprehensive GUI in order to create a finished, user-ready project.
MySQL and MySQL Workbench, which are open source database management systems, were also used
as a database to store and manage my client’s data about their clothing.


